
01 Lightweight and elastic, thanks to the ultra-resistant plastic fi ber that made this Ger-
man brand famous, DEDON’s fi berglass-framed Play chair by Philippe Starck is stack-
able and customizable in fi nish and color. dedon.de 02 Intentionally rounded to provoke 
the art of conversation, Ludovica and Roberto Palomba’s Grand Plié sofa for DRIADE 
seats up to four in its surprisingly deep, plastic curves. driade.it 03 Yngve Ekström’s steel 
Desirée was fi rst unveiled in 1954, but went out of production shortly after. Now, classic 
furniture producer SWEDESE reintroduces the sought-after seat with a twist, adding 
a snow-white fi nish and standard weatherproof cushion. swedese.se 04 Press-molded 
and entirely recyclable, Arik Levy’s Pattern chair for EMU is made using the deep draw-
ing process, where a single sheet of steel is shaped by a mechanical punch. The shell 
and legs are welded together soon after, resulting in a seamless steel structure marked 
with a hexagonal pattern. emu.it, coalesse.com 05 Created with your derrière in mind, 
ESTABLISHED AND SONS’ stackable Butt Chair allows for sitting pretty in style. Part 

of the label’s new Est’d line of lower-priced and anonymously designed furniture and 
housewares, the lightweight stool is topped with a trio of bowling ball-like holes for easy 
lifting. establishedandsons.com 06 Mario Ruiz’s updated Flat collection for GANDIA 
BLASCO includes four different sectional sofas, such as the Modular 4 model shown 
here. Placed atop a powder-coated aluminum white or bronze frame, its foam cushions, 
clad in jacquard outdoor fabric, come in six colors. gandiablasco.com 07 Simple, small 
and intended for daily use, the Bouroullec brothers’ Central table for MAGIS is made of 
die-cast aluminum and folds up easily for storage. magisdesign.com 08 This stealthy 
sofa with a dirty name doesn’t deter our design fancy. The Magic Hole by Philippe 
Starck and Eugeni Quitllet for KARTELL boasts a single black-mold frame fl anked by 
internal orange “pockets,” in which you are free to insert magazines, books and whatever 
else you like. kartell.it 09 With a voluptuous frame of lacquered tubular steel, Tomoyuki 
Matsuoka’s Latte chair for BLA STATION adds a splash of color to an indoor or outdoor 
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natural resources
Give your weekend fêtes a breath of fresh design. Blending simplicity, color and shape, 
these well-considered outdoor wares will make any backyard pop
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setting. The stackable chair is lightweight and torso-hugging, and comes with an optional 
upholstered seat. blastation.se 10 Seemingly made of infl ated fabric but actually formed 
by poured concrete, the chair and bench by Droog founding designer Tejo Remy and 
partner René Veenhuizen—for March’s Washington, DC, exhibit HANDS ON—are part 
of a quartet of prototypes manufactured the same way: Each piece is cast in a plastic 
sheeting mold and has concrete fl owed into its feet, which are then reinforced with steel. 
remyveenhuizen.nl 11 Karim Rashid’s collaboration with Spanish furniture manufac-
turer VONDOM resulted in six eccentric pieces, including the Lava bench shown here. 
The bulbous polyethylene lounger is 100-percent recyclable and—for a truly heavenly 
effect—an optional version is embedded with light-emitting LEDs. vondom.com


